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Most clinicians have probably dealt with patients they would rather not encounter. These patients are variously referred to as “uncooperative,” “noncompliant,” “demanding,” “patients with thick charts,” or “high maintenance,” among others. Typically, interactions between clinicians and such patients are deemed unsatisfactory. Some studies estimate that “difficult” interactions constitute about 15% of all physician-patient interactions. This paper discusses such difficult interactions and what clinicians could learn from them. While some of the difficult interactions may be blamed on patients, clinicians and the health care culture are also partly responsible. In many cases patients are only attempting to understand and maintain control over their care through personal advocacy. In doing so, they are often misunderstood and are labeled as “uncooperative” or “difficult.” Some clinicians’ perceptions of “good patients” may be attributed to whether the patient goes along with proposed care plans and treatments and/or not questioning clinicians. Such “good patients” are those who allow clinicians to be the experts, determining the terms of their care. My question is whether the culture of “clinicians know best” constitutes good, collaborative care. Could these “difficult patients” teach us anything about ourselves and our service provision? Are there benefits to the behaviors of these apparently difficult patients? Perhaps they may present opportunities for improving communication and care delivery. In order to deliver effective and efficient patient-centered care it is incumbent upon us to develop approaches that would help us understand and effectively communicate with these patients.
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